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Layer-dependent reactivity in the FeÕMo„110… epitaxial ultrathin film system

S. Murphy,* G. Mariotto, N. Berdunov, and I. V. Shvets
SFI Laboratory, Physics Department, Trinity College, Dublin 2, Ireland

~Received 29 May 2003; published 29 October 2003!

Fe films in the 0.4<u<4.7 ML ~monolayer! coverage range were deposited on a Mo~110! substrate at
temperatures between 300 K and 700 K, under ultrahigh vacuum conditions. The adsorption of CO, CO2 ,
H2O, and O2 onto these films from the residual gas within the Ultrahigh vacuum system has been studied using
scanning tunneling microscopy, low-energy electron diffraction, and Auger electron spectroscopy analysis. The
first, second, and third Fe layers display distinct structures, correlated to the different adsorption characteristics
of each layer. Separate mechanisms are identified as the cause of this layer-dependent reactivity. The difference
between the first and second Fe layers is attributed to the difference in charge polarization effected between
these layers and the substrate. However, our results prove that the different adsorption characteristics of the
pseudomorphically strained first layer and the two-dimensionally strain-relieved third layer are directly linked
to the film strain.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.68.165419 PACS number~s!: 68.55.Ac, 68.55.Jk
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I. INTRODUCTION

The structural and electronic properties of heteroepita
ultrathin film systems have been actively investigated in
cent years because of their chemical properties. These
erogeneous systems often display enhanced catalytic pro
ties, compared to the surfaces of their constituent metal1,2

The binding of simple probe molecules such as CO, H2, or
O2 can be increased or decreased, depending on the natu
the bimetallic bond between the film and substrate,3,4 the film
strain introduced by lattice mismatch at the interface,5,6 and
the influence of the film morphology on the availability
binding sites.7 In each case, the resulting adsorption char
teristics of the film surface can depend on the film thickne
While the influence of electronic coupling between the fi
and substrate may be localized to the first few layers of
film, the influence of film strain and film morphology can b
present over many layers.

In this study, we report on the layer-dependent reactiv
to residual gas adsorption for ultrathin Fe films grown on
Mo~110! surface. The Fe/Mo~110! system is an interesting
bimetallic system to investigate, as the lattice mismatch
tween the film and substrate produces a large tensile stra
the pseudomorphic film@(aMo2aFe)/aFe59.8%#. In addi-
tion, a wide variety of nanostructures may be grown by c
trolling the substrate temperature, deposition rate, and
strate step density and orientation. The growth of this sys
has been investigated by a range of experime
techniques8–13 and has displayed many similarities to th
more widely studied Fe/W~110! system.14–22 Layer-
dependent reactivity has previously been observed in the
W~110! system, for films consisting of alternatin
monolayer- and double-layer stripes.18 A regular (232)
structure was atomically resolved by scanning tunneling
croscopy ~STM! on double-layer Fe stripes grown at e
evated temperatures, while an irregular (232) structure was
observed on the monolayer stripes.23 These structures wer
attributed to CO adsorption from
the residual gas and were routinely used to distinguish
0163-1829/2003/68~16!/165419~8!/$20.00 68 1654
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monolayer- and double-layer components in the ST
images.

The growth of Fe films on Mo~110! may be summarized
as follows. At room temperature, films grow layer by lay
for the first and second Fe layers. The first layer grows
pseudomorphic registry with the substrate despite the la
tensile strain. Randomly spaced dislocation lines are form
in the second Fe layer along the@001̄# crystallographic di-
rection, which partially relieves the tensile strain in the se
ond layer along the orthogonal@11̄0# direction. A transition
from layer by layer to Stranski-Krastanov growth occurs
the third layer; the exact coverage at which this transit
occurs is determined by the substrate temperature and
deposition rate. A two-dimensional dislocation network
formed in the third-layer islands, which relieves the stra
along both the@001̄# and@11̄0# directions. At elevated sub
strate temperatures, a pseudomorphic first Fe layer is for
on the surface through the step-flow growth mechanism.
pending on the step orientation on the surface,22 submono-
layer coverages of Fe can decorate the substrate steps
array of continuous monolayer thick stripes. The growth
the second Fe layer follows a similar pattern, resulting in
formation of arrays of alternating single- and double-lay
stripes.21 Dislocation lines are formed in the double-lay
stripes along the@001̄# direction, analgous to the growt
around 300 K. For thicker films, distinctive wedge-shap
islands are formed on the surface.10–12 These islands cros
several substrate terraces while maintaining a flat~110! sur-
face that is unbroken by steps. The substrate between t
islands is covered by a closed pseudomorphic Fe laye
two-dimensional dislocation network is formed in the four
layer of the wedge-shaped islands, originating from an ar
of regularly spaced dislocation lines in the third layer.13

One further issue that excites interest in this system is
the various Fe nanostructures that can be grown on W~110!
possess a variety of novel magnetic properties.14,16–22 The
adsorption of species from the residual gas has signific
implications for the magnetic properties of these films. F
©2003 The American Physical Society19-1
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example, an adsorption-driven spin reorientation transitio
observed in double-layer Fe stripes grown on step
W~110! surfaces, through exposure to the residual gas wi
the ultrahigh vacuum system24 or through controlled dosing
of the surface with CO, O2, or H2.25 This may also be true o
the very similar nanostructures that are formed in the
Mo~110! system, though the magnetic properties of this s
tem have not been widely investigated.

II. EXPERIMENT

The sample preparation and analysis were performe
an ultrahigh vacuum~UHV! system with a base pressure
the low 10210 torr. The three-chamber system compris
two chambers equipped with room- and low-temperat
scanning tunneling microscopes, respectively and a t
chamber equipped with ane-beam evaporator, resistive an
e-beam substrate heaters, and an ion source. The system
also equipped with four-grid reverse-view optics for low
energy electron diffraction~LEED! and a cylindrical mirror
analyzer for Auger electron spectroscopy~AES!. A quadru-
pole mass spectrometer~mks instruments! with a 1–100 amu
mass range was used to monitor the residual gas compos
in the UHV system. Typical partial pressures of
310211 torr for H2O, 3310211 torr for CO, 7310212 torr
for CO2, and 3310213 torr for O2 were measured in the
deposition chamber, while H2 made up most of the remain
der.

The substrate was prepared from a 4N purity Mo sin
crystal, miscut by 0.760.2° from the~110! crystal plane to
produce a surface with steps oriented along the@11̄1̄# direc-
tion and an average terrace width of around 200 Å. T
surface was cleaned by annealing at 1300<T<1550 K in an
O2 partial pressure of 531027 torr in cycles of 30–60 min.
After each oxidation cycle, the substrate was flash anne
several times by electron-bombardment to 2400 K for 10–
s intervals under UHV conditions. After this preparation,
impurities were detected on the surface by AES, while
sharp (131) LEED pattern consistent with the unreco
structed Mo~110! surface was obtained. The sample was f
ther cleaned by flash annealing several times to 2400
30-40 min prior to each evaporation. AES analysis of
clean Mo~110! surface indicated that the surface did not b
come contaminated by either adsorption from the resid
gas or diffusion from the bulk for periods of up to 6 h at
room temperature or for up to 1.75 h when annealed at
K. The films were deposited on the clean surface by electr
beam evaporation of a 3N purity Fe rod. This rod was o
gassed for several hours before its first use and was
outgassed for a further 1-2 h prior to each subsequent ev
ration. The evaporator was enclosed in a liquid-nitrog
cooled insert, so that the chamber pressure typically
mained below 2310210 torr during deposition. The depos
tion flux was monitored by a quartz crystal balance, wh
the substrate temperature was measured by a thermoco
attached to the sample stage. The Fe film coverageu is de-
scribed in terms of pseudomorphic monolayers~ML !, where
the packing density of a pseudomorphic monolayer is eq
to that of the Mo~110! surface (;1.4331019 atoms m22).
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III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 1 shows the LEED patterns acquired from t
clean Mo~110! surface and a series of films from 0.95 ML t
1.8 ML coverage, which were deposited at temperatures
tween 300 K and 345 K. In the 0.4<u<1.8 ML coverage
range, freshly deposited films gave a (131) LEED pattern
similar to that observed for the clean Mo~110! surface,
shown in Fig. 1~a!. However, within;1 –5 h of exposure to
the residual gas within the UHV system, a LEED patte
similar to that shown in Fig. 1~b! was obtained. The patter
is identified as ap(232) structure with respect to the prim
tive unit cell of the surface. A similar LEED pattern is com
monly observed on the Fe~110! surface, upon the adsorptio
of 0.25 ML of O2.26,27In this case, the pattern is identified a
a c(232) reconstruction, with respect to the nonprimitiv
unit cell of the surface.

With further exposure to the residual gas ap(332) struc-
ture like that shown in Fig. 1~c! was formed on the surface
This pattern typically appeared on films between 5 and 2
after deposition. The exposure time required to produce

FIG. 1. ~a! (131) LEED pattern of the clean unreconstructe
Mo~110! surface; beam energyE5226 eV. ~b! p(232) pattern
from a 0.95 ML Fe film grown at 300615 K, within 1–5 h of
exposure to the residual gas;E5123 eV. ~c! p(332) pattern typi-
cally obtained on films after 5–25 h exposure;E5103 eV. ~d!
p(332) and p(232) domains observed duringp(232)→p(3
32) transition on a 1.8 ML film grown at 340615 K, after;15 h
of exposure;E598 eV. ~e!–~h! The corresponding schematic rep
resentations of the LEED patterns shown in~a!–~d!.
9-2
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p(232)→p(332) transition varied between different film
due to subtle differences in coverage, morphology, str
etc. The pattern shown in Fig. 1~c! was obtained on a 1.8 ML
Fe film grown at 340615 K after ;8 h of exposure. In
some cases, both thep(232) and thep(332) structures
could be observed simultaneously during thep(232)
→p(332) transition. An example is presented in Fig. 1~d!,
which shows the LEED pattern obtained on a 1.8 ML Fe fi
grown at 340615 K, after ;15 h exposure to the residua
gas within the UHV system. This pattern is a superposit
of thep(232) andp(332) patterns shown in Figs. 1~f! and
1~g! respectively.

Analysis by AES indicated that the onset of thep(232)
LEED pattern corresponded to the appearance of carbon
oxygen on the films. The concentrations of these conta
nants were found to increase with continued exposure to
residual gas within the UHV system, leading to the onse
thep(332) pattern. The carbon concentration on the surf
was generally found to be higher and to increase more
idly than the oxygen concentration. These contaminants m
likely originated from H2O, O2, CO, and CO2 in the residual
gas. The dominant presence of these gases in the system
confirmed using a quadrupole mass spectrometer.

Figure 2 shows a series of STM images of a 1.6 ML
film grown on Mo~110! at 330615 K. A p(232) LEED
pattern was obtained on this film; the STM images w
taken;11 h after film deposition. The substrate step ed
are aligned parallel to the@11̄1̄# crystallographic direction.
The first Fe layer is completely closed and the remaining
either decorates the step edges or forms two-dimensiona
lands on top of the first layer terraces. LEED analysis
submonolayer coverage films has indicated that the firs
layer is pseudomorphically strained on top of the Mo~110!
surface, despite the large lattice mismatch. However, str
relieving dislocation lines can be seen in some of the lar
second-layer Fe islands in Fig. 2~a!. These dislocations ca
form favorable nucleation sites for third-layer islands.13 The
higher-resolution images of the film, shown in Figs. 2~b–f!,
highlight the markedly different atomic structure formed
top of the first and second Fe layers after exposure to
residual gas.

An orderedp(232) structure is atomically resolved o
top of the second Fe layer, as shown in Fig. 2~d!. This struc-
ture is resolved in more detail in Fig. 2~e!, where the con-
ventional unit cell of thep(232) superlattice is indicated
The dimensions of this centered-rectangular cell were m
sured to be 9.460.2 Å and 5.760.2 Å along the@11̄0# and
@001̄# directions, respectively, while the corrugation amp
tude of the structure was measured to be 0.360.1 Å along
these directions. An antiphase domain boundary between
adjacentp(232) domains is also apparent in Fig. 2~e!. At
the antiphase domain boundary, there is a shift of ha
lattice spacing between the domains, when viewed along
@11̄1# direction.

As mentioned earlier, a (232) structure very similar to
this, has been atomically resolved by STM at room tempe
ture on double-layer Fe stripes grown on W~110!, where it
was attributed to the adsorption of CO from the resid
16541
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gas.23 Molecular dissociation of CO has been found to occ
on a monolayer Fe film on W~110! at temperatures betwee
300 and 350 K.28 The STM images shown in Figs. 2~d! and
2~e! indicate that thep(232) structure is formed by a singl
atomic species. One might expect that if the structure w
formed by molecularly adsorbed CO, the STM tip wou
cause some perturbation as it moved across the surf
which was not observed to be the case. The structure sh
in Figs. 2~d! and 2~e! is attributed to the adsorption of oxy
gen atoms on top of the second Fe layer. The LEED pat
produced by the surface shown in Fig. 2 is identical to t
produced by thec(232) oxygen reconstructed Fe~110!
surface.26,27 Atomically resolved STM data of that surfac
have also revealed a structure which is almost identica
that shown in Fig. 2~d!, including antiphase domain bound
aries like the one shown in Fig. 2~e!.29,30 To confirm this, a
freshly deposited 1.2 ML film displaying a (131) LEED
pattern was exposed to a partial pressure of 531029 torr of
4.8N purity O2 for 1 min. This corresponds to an exposure
0.3 L where 1 L51026 torr s. It was found that after this
exposure, the film displayed ap(232) LEED pattern like
that shown in Fig. 1~b!. A schematic representation of th
oxygen adsorption structure is presented in Fig. 3~a!, the

FIG. 2. ~a! 100031000 Å2 STM image of a 1.6-ML Fe film
grown on Mo~110! at 330615 K. Arrows indicate the positions o
misfit dislocations in second-layer Fe islands.~b! 4003400 Å2 im-
age with the local film thickness indicated in Fe monolayers.~c!
1903190 Å2 derivate image highlighting the different structure
produced on the first and second Fe layers. Patches ofp(232) on
the first Fe layer are highlighted by white rectangles.~d! 91
391 Å2 image of the orderedp(232) structure formed on the
second Fe layer by the adsorption of oxygen.~e! 45345 Å2 image
showing the nonprimitive unit cell of the orderedp(232) super-
lattice. ~f! 91391 Å2 image of the disorderedp(232) structure
formed on the first Fe layer by the dissociative adsorption of C
CO2, and oxygen.
9-3
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MURPHY, MARIOTTO, BERDUNOV, AND SHVETS PHYSICAL REVIEW B68, 165419 ~2003!
positioning of the oxygen atoms in the twofold long brid
sites of the surface is based on the results of electron en
loss spectroscopy~EELS! studies.31

It was already stated that AES analysis of these films
dicated that both carbon and oxygen were present on
surface. Since the second Fe layer is covered by oxy
alone, then the dissociated carbon must cover the firs
layer. This is supported by the STM evidence presented
Fig. 2~f!, which shows an atomically resolved STM image
the first Fe layer of the 1.6 ML film. In comparison to th
ordered structure found on top of the second Fe layer,
structure on the first Fe layer does not display any long-ra
order in the STM data. However, there are some patche
short-range order@highlighted in Fig. 2~c!#, which were iden-
tified as ap(232) structure. Ap(232) LEED pattern was
also observed by us on submonolayer coverage films, w
each film consisted of a partially closed pseudomorp
monolayer. This confirmed that thep(232) reconstruction
was also present on the first Fe layer of the film. In Fig. 2~f!,
it is clear that more than one species~i.e., carbon and oxy-
gen! is adsorbed on top of the first Fe layer. The corrugat
amplitude measured by STM on the first Fe layer was
proximately twice that found on the second Fe layer. Fig
2~f! suggests that the carbon atoms aggregate into clus
while the oxygen atoms are arranged in ap(232) structure
in the patches between these clusters. A simple model of

FIG. 3. ~a! Schematic representation of the oxygen-induced
construction found on the second Fe layer on Mo~110!. Large open
circles represent Fe atoms and the smaller shaded circles repr
oxygen atoms. The primitive unit cell of the surface is marked
the left of the image~small tetragon!; the reconstruction may be
identified asp(232) with respect to the primitive cell~large tet-
ragon!. The non-primitive unit cell of the surface is marked on t
right of the image~small rectangle!; the reconstruction may be iden
tified asc(232) with respect to the nonprimitive cell~large rect-
angle!. ~b! Model of the structure found on the pseudomorphica
strained first Fe layer on Mo~110!. Dark circles represent carbo
atoms. The carbon atoms aggregate into clusters, while the ox
atoms are arranged in ap(232) structure between these cluster
16541
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structure is presented in Fig. 3~b!. The positioning of the
carbon atoms in on-top sites is chosen for simplicity, ho
ever, it appears that the carbon atoms can occupy sev
possible bonding sites, which would explain the AES obs
vation that the carbon concentration on the films was gen
ally higher and increased faster than the oxygen concen
tion.

For the 1.6-ML film shown in Fig. 2 we estimate th
;80% of the first Fe layer is covered with carbon, whi
corresponds to 32% of the exposed surface area. Assum
that the carbon lies in one-to-one registry with the underly
iron atoms we calculate an atomic packing density of
31018 atoms m22 for carbon. The oxygen inducedp(2
32) structure, which corresponds to a coverage of 0.25 M
covers the remaining exposed surface area so that we c
late a packing density of 2.431018 atoms m22 for oxygen.
The O/C ratio estimated from the STM data is therefore 0.
which is close to the value of 0.58 determined from AE
measurements taken on the surface after the STM ses
This clearly demonstrates that all of the carbon and oxy
atoms are adsorbed two dimensionally on the surface of
film.

In Fig. 2, the second-layer Fe that decorates the sur
step edges can be readily distinguished by the presence
fractional step, from the first Fe layer that covers the s
strate terraces. This is clearly illustrated in Fig. 4, whi
shows a high-resolution image of a surface step; the lo
film thickness changes from 1 to 2 ML as the film crosses
step. The line profile in Fig. 4~b! was taken across the step
Fig. 4~a! along the@001̄# direction; a fractional step of 0.3
60.1 Å height is apparent between the first and second
layers. A similar effect has been observed by STM on cle
Fe films deposited on the W~110! surface.14,17,25This frac-
tional step is either due to a difference in the local density
states or is the result of pseudomorphically fitting the sma
Fe atoms~atom radius 140 pm! on top of the larger Mo
atoms~atom radius 145 pm!, as shown schematically in Fig
4~c!.

Figure 5 shows a series of STM images taken on a 1.8
Fe film grown on Mo~110! at 340615 K. The LEED pattern
obtained on this surface is shown in Fig. 1~d!; domains of
both p(232) andp(332) reconstructions are found on th
surface. AES analysis has indicated that the transition
tween thep(232) andp(332) structures corresponds to
large increase in the carbon concentration on the surf
while the oxygen concentration rises only slightly. From F
5, it is clear that thep(232) structure remains largely intac
on the second Fe layer, while thep(332) structure is
formed on the first Fe layer. In Figs. 5~a! and 5~c!, it can be
seen that thep(232) structure on the second Fe layer
broken up in some areas. This may be the initial stage of
transformation of the second layer structure into thep(3
32) phase, which would eventually lead to the LEED p
tern shown in Fig. 1~c!. This suggests that thep(232)
→p(332) transition begins on the second layer only afte
has been completed on the first layer.

Figure 5~d! shows a 1903190 Å2 image of a second Fe
layer island with dislocation lines running along the@001̄#
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LAYER-DEPENDENT REACTIVITY IN THE . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 68, 165419 ~2003!
direction. The presence of these strain-relieving dislocati
does not appear to have any effect on thep(232) structure
also present on the island. However, the formation of a tw
dimensional network of dislocations in the third Fe layer,
shown in Fig. 6~a!, inhibits the formation of thep(232)
structure. Figure 6 shows the STM and LEED data for a
ML Fe film grown on Mo~110! at 325615 K. The LEED
pattern obtained from this film, shown in Fig. 6~b!, displays

FIG. 4. ~a! 1503150 Å2 image showing the transition in loca
film thickness from 1 to 2 ML at a surface step. The local fi
thickness in monolayers is indicated. The black line along the@001̄#
direction denotes the line profile shown in~b!. The height of the
fractional step between the first and second Fe layers is
60.1 Å, while an overall step height of 2.060.3 Å was measured
~c! A simplified ball model that shows how the smaller atomic
dius of the Fe atoms compared to the Mo atoms may lead to
fractional step between the first and second Fe layers at a sub
step.
16541
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satellite spots around the integral-order reflections, which
produced by lattice distortions within the film arising fro
the dislocation network. The LEED pattern does not disp
any half-order spots that would be consistent with ap(2
32) structure. This is supported by the STM data in Fi
6~c! and 6~d!, which clearly show that thep(232) structure
disappears where the dislocation network is formed. Ho

.3

-
e
ate

FIG. 5. ~a! 100031000 Å2 image of a 1.8 ML Fe film grown at
340615 K. ~b! 2303230 Å2 and ~c! 1903190 Å2 images of the
same film showing the different structures on the first and sec
Fe layers.~d! 1903190 Å2 image of a large second layer F
island containing dislocation lines that propagate along the@001̄#
direction.

FIG. 6. ~a! 3003300 Å2 image of a 2.4 ML Fe film grown at
325615 K, showing the two-dimensional dislocation netwo
formed in the third Fe layer of the film. The local island thickness
Fe monolayers is indicated.~b! The LEED pattern formed by this
film at a primary beam energy ofEbeam571 eV. The satellite spots
around the integral-order reflections are due to lattice distorti
produced in the film by the dislocation network.~c! 1403140 Å2

contrast-enhanced zoom-in of the onset of the dislocation netw
where the local film thickness increases from two to three Fe lay
~d! 1903190 Å2 image of a third-layer Fe island—the arrows ma
regions where ap(232) structure can still be observed. The
areas correspond to the locations where the dislocation netwo
disrupted.
9-5
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MURPHY, MARIOTTO, BERDUNOV, AND SHVETS PHYSICAL REVIEW B68, 165419 ~2003!
ever, thep(232) structure does persist in patches at
edges of Fe islands where the dislocation network is
rupted. As these areas where the dislocation network is
rupted represent only a small fraction of the overall surfa
thep(232) reflections from such areas are not noticeable
the LEED pattern of the surface. Preliminary AES resu
show that the carbon and oxygen adsorption on differ
coverage films as a function of exposure time is lower
both species on the thicker Fe films which have lower stra
though this needs to be studied in more detail using c
trolled dosing with single-gas species.

The fact that thep(232) structure is absent on Fe laye
that are not pseudomorphically strained appears at first t
in conflict with the observation of this structure on the bu
surface. The average effect of the two-dimensional dislo
tion network shown in Fig. 6 is to lower the overall tens
strain in the Fe layer, by increasing the atomic packing d
sity through the introduction of additional Fe atoms at t
dislocations. However, it is also clear from Fig. 6 that t
strain in the Fe layer is locally modulated by the netwo
between regions of compressive strain at the dislocat
~due to the insertion of extra Fe atoms! and regions of tensile
strain in the areas between the dislocations. This locali
modulation of the strain in the Fe layer is the critical fac
that prevents the formation of a long-range orderedp(2
32) structure as appears on the second Fe layer, which
the most part is uniformly strained. With increasing fil
thickness, the relaxation of the film lattice converges towa
the unstrained state found in the bulk and the disloca
network disappears from the surface. As a result, the re
pearance of thep(232) structure can then be expected.

There is a clear correlation between the abrupt change
the film strain between the first and third Fe layers and
different adsorption characteristics of each layer. The lat
mismatch in the Fe/Mo~110! epitaxial system produces
large tensile strain (;10%) in the first Fe layer, which is in
pseudomorphic registry with the Mo~110! surface. It has
been shown that tensile strain induces a narrowing in
energy of thed-band states within the strained Fe layer an
shift in the center of thed band to higher energies, resultin
in enhanced binding energies of adsorbed molecules.32 As a
result, both carbon and oxygen can be found on the firs
layer. The strain relief is much greater in the third layer
the film with the introduction of the two-dimensional dislo
cation network, which relieves the tensile strain along b
the @001̄# and @11̄0# directions. As a result, neither carbo
nor oxygen-induced structures are observed above this la

However, the tensile strain is only partially relieved in t
second Fe layer by the introduction of the randomly distr
uted dislocations that propagate along the@001̄# direction.
These dislocations provide a mostly uniaxial strain relief
this layer along the orthogonal@11̄0# direction. The atomi-
cally resolved STM image in Fig. 5~d! clearly shows that the
oxygen-inducedp(232) structure is unaffected by the pre
ence of these dislocations. It is unlikely that the absence
carbon atoms on the second Fe layer is due to the pa
strain relief caused by these dislocations, especially as
are so randomly distributed. The difference between th
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layers is more likely attributed to the different charge pol
ization between the first and second layers and
substrate.3,4 It has been demonstrated experimentally by A
ger electron spectroscopy that the charge transfer betwee
Fe film and a Mo~110! substrate decreases significantly ov
the coverage range 0<u<2.0 ML.33

To investigate the charge polarization between the fi
and substrate in the first and second Fe layers, we perfor
density-functional theory calculations using the plane-wa
approximation method. The system was simulated by
seven-layer bulk Mo~110! slab covered on both sides by e
ther a 1 ML or a 2 MLpseudomorphic Fe film. The in-plan
lattice parameter in each film was taken to be that of b
Mo~110! and the interlayer separations were optimized
total-energy calculations. Figures 7~a! and 7~b! show charge-
density contour maps for the case of 1 ML Fe and 2 ML F
respectively. Comparing the charge densities in the inte
cial regions in Figs. 7~a! and 7~b!, it is clear that the charge
sharing between the first Fe layer and the substrate is red
when the second Fe layer is added. In addition, in Fig. 7~b!
the charge density in the region between layers Fe~2! and
Mo~I! is much lower than that between layers Fe~1! and
Mo~I-1!, indicating that the electronic interaction betwe
the second Fe layer and the substrate is much lower than
experienced by the first Fe layer. These differences in
electronic interaction between the first and second Fe la
and the substrate are reflected in the experimentally obse
differences in the adsorption characteristics between th
layers.

Figures 8 and 9 show the morphology of two Fe film
grown at elevated temperatures; a 1.2 ML film grown
495615 K and a 2.4 ML film grown at 515615 K. At el-
evated substrate temperatures, the growth of the first
second Fe layers is mediated by the step-flow growth mec
nism, where the deposited Fe propagates outwards fro
surface step across the underlying terrace. As a result,
surface is characterized by an array of Fe stripes which
oriented parallel to the substrate step direction. These str
can be 1–2 ML thick, depending on the film coverage.
Fig. 8~a!, the first Fe layer is completely closed and LEE
analysis has indicated that this layer grows pseudomor
cally on top of the Mo substrate. The second Fe layer de
rates the surface steps as stripes with an average lateral w
of 30–60 Å. There are no dislocation lines in these seco

FIG. 7. Calculated charge-density contour maps for~a! one
pseudomorphic Fe layer and~b! two pseudomorphic Fe layers on
bulk Mo~110! slab. The contours shown range from zero in t
vacuum region to 0.57e/Å3 in increments of 3.531022 e/Å3.
Mo~C! and Mo~I! denote the substrate layers at the center of
slab and at the film interface, respectively.
9-6
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LAYER-DEPENDENT REACTIVITY IN THE . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 68, 165419 ~2003!
layer stripes—the relaxation of atom positions at the ou
edge of the stripe is sufficient to relieve the strain in t
stripe. However, for stripes with a lateral width in excess
;100 Å, dislocation lines are formed along the@001̄# direc-
tion.

The adsorption behavior of these layers is identical to t
observed for films of similar coverage grown at room te
perature. In Fig. 8~b!, the first layer is covered by ap(2
32) structure due to the dissociative adsorption of C
CO2, and oxygen. No long-range order is observed in
STM images because the carbon atoms form randomly p
tioned clusters within thep(232) arrangement of oxygen
atoms. However, on the second layer an orderedp(232)
structure is present due to the adsorption of oxygen alon

The film morphology changes significantly at higher co
erages, where the film is characterized by the formation
distinctive wedge-shaped Fe islands, as illustrated in
9~a!. The mismatch-induced strain in these islands is s
stantially alleviated by the formation of a two-dimension
dislocation network. Ap(232) structure could not be ob
served by STM on top of these islands. However, the co

FIG. 8. ~a! 5943594 Å2 image of a 1.2 ML Fe film grown at
495615 K. The substrate is covered by a closed pseudomor
monolayer, while the remaining Fe decorates the surface steps
fractional steps produced at the transition between the first and
ond Fe layers are highlighted by arrows.~b! 1903190 Å2 zoom-in
of a step, showing the orderedp(232) structure on the second F
layer and the disordered structure on the first layer.
16541
r
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e
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sponding LEED pattern of this surface, shown in Fig. 9~c!,
exhibits faint half-order spots, indicating that ap(232)
structure is formed on the pseudomorphically strained mo
layer that covers the substrate between the islands.
again reflects the tendency of thep(232) structure to form
on the uniformly strained Fe layer, while it does not appe
on layers where the strain is locally modulated by a dislo
tion network.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

Fe films in the 0.4<u<4.7 ML coverage range were de
posited on a Mo~110! substrate at temperatures between 3
K and 700 K. AES analysis has indicated that these films
highly reactive to the adsorption of CO, CO2, H2O, and O2
from the residual gas in the UHV system. STM and LEE
analysis of films in the 0.4<u<2.4 ML coverage range ha
indicated that the adsorption characteristics of the first, s
ond, and third Fe layers are very different. These results
be summarized as follows:

ic
he
c-

FIG. 9. ~a! A three-dimensional perspective of an Fe nanowed
island—the local island thickness varies from four to seven Fe
ers, while the substrate is covered by a closed pseudomor
monolayer. The film is a 2.4 ML nominal coverage Fe film grown
515615 K. ~b! The LEED pattern produced by the film at a pr
mary beam energy ofEbeam5111 eV. The satellite spots are caus
by lattice distortions produced in the islands by the tw
dimensional dislocation network, while the half-order spots are p
duced by thep(232) structure on the strained monolayer betwe
the islands.
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MURPHY, MARIOTTO, BERDUNOV, AND SHVETS PHYSICAL REVIEW B68, 165419 ~2003!
~1! CO, CO2, and oxygen are coadsorbed on the first
layer in a structure that does not display any long-range
der in the STM images. The carbon atoms aggregate
clusters, while the oxygen atoms are arranged in ap(232)
structure.

~2! An orderedp(232) structure is formed on top of th
second Fe layer due to the adsorption of a single ato
species. This is identified as oxygen, since exposing a fre
deposited Fe film with 0.3 L of O2 produces a (131)
→p(232) transition in the LEED pattern obtained from th
surface.

~3! The adsorption of high coverages of CO or CO2
causes a transition from thep(232) structure to ap(3
32) reconstruction. This transition begins in the first
layer and only occurs in the second layer once the first la
is completely transformed.

~4! The formation of dislocation lines that relieve stra
along the @11̄0# direction does not affect the adsorptio
characteristics of the film.

~5! The presence of a two-dimensional dislocation n
work which relieves the mismatch-induced strain in the fi
along both the@11̄0# and@001̄# directions does significantly
alter the adsorption characteristics of the film and inhibits
formation of both thep(232) andp(332) structures. The
structures are prevented from forming by the local modu
tion of the layer strain produced by the network, which
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It can be concluded that the layer-dependent reactivity
the Fe/Mo~110! ultrathin epitaxial film system is the result o
distinct film strain and charge polarization effects. The p
tial strain relief afforded by randomly distributed dislocatio
lines in the second layer does not significantly affect
adsorption characteristics of this layer when compared to
pseudomorphically strained layer. Rather, the difference
reactivity is more likely the result of the different charg
polarization between the first and second layers and the
strate. However, our results prove that the adsorption c
acteristics are also highly sensitive to the film strain wh
comparing the pseudomorphically strained first layer and
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